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Three research announcements on formal A-modules 
A. Cartier-Dieudinne theory for formal A-modules 
B. Twisted Lubin-Tate formal groups laws, ramified Witt 
vectors and Artin-Hasse exponential mappings 
C. "Tapis de Cartiern for formal A-modules. 
Full proofs for the finite dimensional and Witt vector like 
cases will anpear in my forthcomin11, book "Formal i:;roups and 
applications"; for the infinite dimensional complications cf. 
M. Hazewinkel, Infinite dimensional "universal' formal 11,roups 
laws and formal A-modules (in nrenaration). 
Cartier-Dieudonne theory for formal A-modules 
In this note we present a classification theory for fonnal 
A-modules which generalizes Cartier's classification theory for 
formal groups (cf. [J],[2]). 
J. Formal A-mo_~. Let A be a discrete valuation ring with 
r finite residue field k of q elements, char (k) • p, q • p • Choose 
a fixed uniformizing element n of A and let K be the quotient 
field of A. Both characteristic 0 and p for K are permitted. Let 
B € ~liA• the category of cotmnutative A-algebras. A formal A-module 
over B is a formal group law F over B (possibly of infinite dimension) 
together with a ring homomorphism A~ EndB(F) such that PF(a) = aX 
mod (degree 2) for all a € A. 
If B is A-torsion free there exists a unique vector of power series 
f(X) with coefficients in K&AB such that f(X) e X mod (degree 2). 
F(X.Y) • f-l(f(X)+f(Y)), pF(a)(X) • f-l(af(X). We shall call f(X) the 
A-logarithm of F. 
n "'n 2. The functor W and the formal A-module W • Consider the 
n n-1 
polynomials w~.n(z0 , •••• zn) • zci +nz~ + ••• +nnzn with coefficients 
. n in A for n • 0,1, ..•• Then there is a unique functoT W: ~1&A~-+- ~liA• 
such that as a set-valued functor we have Wn(B) = {(b0 ,b 1, ... )!bi E B}. 
Jlc~)(b0 ,b 1 , ••• ) • (~(b0 ),ci>(b 1 ), •.• ) for~€ ~1~A' and such that the 
2. 
wn define functorial A-algebra homomorphisms Wn(B) ----+B. Moreover q,n 
Wn(-) has a functorial A-algebra endomorphism Tn and an additive 
endomorphism v such that tnv = n. If B is of characteristic p>O then 
• = 
n q q n t (b0 ,h 1, ••• ) • (b0 ,b 1, ... ). The "addition polynomials" of W define 
... n 
a formal A-module (of infinite dimension) which we shall denote W • 
F ."'_F More generally one has such a functor W and formal A-module w-
associated to any twisted Lubin-Tate formal group law of dimension 
n 
t over A. cf. [6]. The functor W (-)has also been described in [3]·. 
3. Th~ operator !n and q-typificatio'I!.· Let ~! be the category 
of formal A-modules over B. Let C(-;B) be the functor which assigns 
·A to every F € I¥s its topological group of curves. The homomorphisms 
pF make C(-;B) a topological A-module valued functor. There now exists 
two functor endomorphisms Eq and !n of C(-;B) for all B with the 
following properties 
(i ) Eq and !n connnute with base change; 
(ii ) E £ • £ and £ fn • f £ • q q q q= =TI q' 
(iii) if B is A-torsion free and f(X) is t-he A-logarithm of 
F(X.Y) then 
f(y(t)) • :rx.tl. 
l. 
i ~ 
... f(E Y(t)) • .f x ·tq £<.fnY(t)) • L 1nx tn q i•O qi ' n= qn 
We shall use C (-;B) to denote the image functor of E • The subfunctor q q 
C (-;B) is stable under the operators V : y(t) i---+- y(tq),<c> : y(t) q =q 
........_.. y(ct) 1 c € B and the operators [a], a€ A which describe the 
A-module structure of C(-;B). As operators on C (-;B) the relations 
q 
amoung all these operators are 
3. 
..:b> v = v <bq> f <b> - <bq> !n' f v - [n] •q =q ' =n •n=q 
(3. I) [a] commutes with fn• v ' <h>. = =q 
[ 1) = id. [a+b] • [a]+[b], (ab] = [a][b), 
<b>+<C> = = n n L v <r (b.c)>fn; 
=q n , = 
n=O 
[a] • f v <Q {a) >fnn 
=q n = 
n"'O 
where the r (b,c) are the polynomials with coefficients in A determined 
n . 
n n n . n-1 
inductively by zi +zi • L n1 ri<z 1,z2)q 1 and the Qn(a) €A are 
i•O 
determined bv .Ji <n0 (a), .••• n (a)) •a. 
· q,n n 
-n 4. Representation theore~. Let Yn(t) be the curve in Cq(W ;B) 
whose first component is the power series t and whose other components 
A 
are all zero. Then for every y(t) EC (F;B), FE FGB, there exists a q ... 
.... n 
unique ho~omorphism of formal A-modules a : W ----+- F such that y 
ay(Yn(t)) = y(t). This theorem permits us to write every functor-
endomorphism of C (-;B) as a set-valued functor, as a unique infinite q 
sum LV0 <b >fnm with for every n € N.U{O} only finitely many m with 
=q n,m • 
b ~ 0. We shall denote this A-algebra of operators with Cartn(B). 
n,m 
Relations (3.t) are the calculation rules for CartTT(B). 
5. The equivalence of categories. Let ~(n,B) be the category of 
all Cartn(B) modules C such that V is injective, C ~ lim C/V0 c, C/V C 
=q - •q =q 
is a free B-module.(The operators <b> induce a B-module structure on 
C/V C).Then F 1---+ C (F;B) is an equivalence of categories between 
•q q 
E(TI,B) and the category of formal A-modules over B. 
-
4. 
6. Height and dimension. Let l be a perfect extension field 
of k. let F E FG~ be finite dimensional and let 
··~ 
C/[TI]C is a vector space over 1. We define h(F) 
C • C (F;1). Then q 
• dim1 (C/ [n]C). 
If h<• then h • dim(F) + dim1(C/!nC). If A is the ring of integers 
of a finite extension K of <lp• n • [K: Spl and H is the height of 
F as a formal group then H • nh. 
7. Description of Cartn(B). The subset of all elements of the 
formIVn<b >fnn of Cartn(B) is a sub-A-algebra which can be identified 
•q n • 
with w"cs), and Cartn(B) then consists of all expressions 
x0 +rvix.+y.fni with x.,y. E Wn(B) and limy,• 0. If Bis a perfect 
•q 1 i• l l i"""'° l 
field then w"(B) is a complete discrete valuation ring with residue 
field B and uniformizing element n. In this case the calculation rules 
n n 
are !rr • • (x)£n• x~q • 2q• (x) and !~q • n • v fn. (If B is an 
•q -
algebraic extension of k(and A is complete) then wi'CB) is the completion 
of the ring of integers of the unramified extension of K with residue 
field B). 
8. Classification up to isogeny. If t is an algebraically closed 
field extension of k then Cartn(2.) " Localized with respect to V " is 
•q 
a ring over which the classification up to isomorphisms of torsion 
modules can be carried out as usual (cf. e.g. [7] eh. 2). It results 
that every formal A-module over 2. is isogenous to a direct sum of 
formal A-modules G~ 10 • G~,m• G~,m with n 1m E ~. (n,m) • t whose curve 
modules over Cartrr(t) are the quotients of Cartn(t) by the left ideals 
generated respectively by .. fn-1, fn-vm .. fnn· This decomposition is 
.. n •q• 
s. 
unique (up to isogeny); G~ 0 is the formal A-module of A-height I, 
' 
Gn has dimension n and A-height n+m and is simple (as a formal 
n,m 
n . ~ A-module!) and G is the obvious n-dimensional quotient of W • 
n,"" 
9. The proofs of all of the above rely heavily on the 
construction of universal formal A-modules as in [4] part VIII and the 
functional equation techniques developped 1n [4] , cf. also [5], 
and certain infinite dimensional analogues. 
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Twisted Lubin-Tate fonnal group laws. ramified Witt vectors 
and Artin-Hasse expo~ential mappings. 
For any ring R let A(R) denote the multiplicative group of 
power series of the form t+a 1t+ ••. with coefficients in R. The 
Artin-Hasse exponential mappings are homomorphisms W (k) ---+ A(W {k)) pex> pex> 
which satisfy certain additional properties. In this note we present 
a generalization with W (k) replaced by rings of Witt vectors 
P"" 
associated to a (global) twisted Lubin-Tate formal group law and A 
replaced hy the curve functor of that global formal group law. 
I. Twisted Lubin-Tate formal group laws. Let A be a discrete 
valuation ring with residue field k of characteristic p>O and 
quotient field K. Let T: K----+ K be an automorphism of K such that 
T(a) := aq mod nA for all a E A for a cer.tain power q of p. Choose a 
uniformizing element n EA and let f(X) € A[[X]] be a power series over 
-1 .,.(] A such that f(X) • X mod (degree 2) and f(X)-n i*f(A•) E A[[X]], 
where T* means "apply T to the coefficients". Let F(X,Y) • f-I (f(X)+f(Y)), 
then F(X,Y) has its coefficients in A and hence is a formal group law 
over A (cf. [4] part VIII (•report 7507).We shall call these formal 
group laws twisted Lubin-Tate formal group laws. If T • id and k is 
finite with q elements they correspond bijectively with the group 
laws of [6]. Cf. [2] and [5], Ch. I, §8. Two such twisted formal group 
laws with logarithms f(X)-~-IT*f(Xq) € A[[X]] and f(X)-ft-lT*f(Xq) € A[[X)] 
are isomorphic over A if and only if there is a unit u € A such that 
n-lfi • ll-lT(u), 
2. 
2. ~A-al&!,!>_~_!! functor Cq(F;-). Let B E~!~A'the category of 
connnutative A-algebras, and let F be as above and C(F;B) be the 
module of curves of in F with coefficients in B (cf. [l]). There 
exists a unique functorial additive functor endomorphism t of q 
C(F;-) such that for A-torsion free B we have for all y(t) E C(F;B) 
f(y(t)) ... 00 i l: x.t 
1 is I 
.. f(i:: y(t)) -q 
One has • ~ = • and we shall denote the image functor of £ with q q q q 
C (F;-) and call its elements q-typical curves. (In case q=p this 
q 
coincides with [I]). 
There now exists a unique functorial A-algebra structure on 
Cq(F;-) and a unique semilinear A-algebra endomorphism ~~w of 
C (F;-) such that for A-torsion free B we have : if Y(t),o(t) € C (F;B) 
q i l. q 
and f(Y(t)) • LX.tq ' f(O(t)) = ry.tq ' then f(Y(t)*o(t)) -
1. • 1. • 
i-1 ql. . 1 
rnT(Tt) ••• T (TI)x.y.t • f({a}y(t)) = LT1 (a)x.tq. f(ftwy{t)). 
. i 1 1 1 •TI 
l:T 1 (n)xi+ltq • The ring endomorphism ~~w is semilinear in the sense 
that ftw({a}y(t)) = {T{a)}ftwy(t). One also has ftwv = {n} where 
•n =n =n •q 
V is the operator V y(t) = v(tq). 
•q •q 
F i 3. The functor W . Let f(X} = ta.X q,oo 1. 
i•0,1,2, ••• Consider the polynomials wF(Z) = 
n 
and write e. s a., 
1 1 
n-1 q 
nT(Tt) ••• T (n) 
q qn (Z +e 1z 1+ ••• +e z0 ). There exists a unique A-algebra valued functor n n- n 
WF on Al~A which as a set valued functor is~ (B) = {(b0 ,b 1, ... ) lb. E B q,oo ==fiil q,ao • 1. 
F 
wq,cm (IS)){b0 ,b 1 .... ) = (<S>(b0). <S>(b 1), .•• ) for IS>€ ~!SA and such that 
the wF(Z) define functorial semilinear A-algebra homomorphisms 
n 
WF (B) ··-·-+ B with twist Tn for all n•0, 1.2, •••• The semilinear q,oo 
3. 
h . ftw . f' F(ftw) F . A-algebra endomorp 1sms sat is ies w = w 1 f11nctor1al lv_ 
=n n =n · n+ 
and is characterized thereby. The functors C (F;-) and WF (-) are 
q qt"" i 
F q isomorphic, the isomorohism is ~iven by (b0 ,bl' ... ) ----~ e:q (I: bit ). 
In case A i~ the ring of integers of a finite ext~n~ion K of Q • 2 .. p 
-I q -2 q 
T =id, k has q elements and f(X) = X+n X +n x + •.. this functor 
has also been described in [3). 
4. Ramifi~~ Wit~~-~~~r.~· Now suppose that A is complete and 
let B be the ring of inte~ers of a finite unramified extension L of 
K and let ; : L ---+ L be the automorphism of L such that ~I K "" ,. 
and T(b) = bq mod nB. Let F(X~Y) and f(X) be as before. Then we can 
also regard F(X.Y) as a twisted Lubin-Tate formal group law over B 
(with T instead of T) and we have B-algebra homomorphisms 
B ---+ C (F;B) ---+ C (F;2.) when" t is the residue field of L. This q q 
composed map is an isomorphism of B-algebras under which T corresponds 
f tw. to 
-=n 
5. Artin-Hasse exponentials (local case), There exists a unique 
A-algebra functor morphism F WF (-) --+WF (WF (-)) b. : q.oo 
F F (ftw)n for a11 n=O. I , 2 • ... This w 0 /:, = 
n =n 
additional property that also WF (wF) o 6F = 
q,"" n 




r1ng of integers of a global field K, and let F(X,Y) be a formal group 
law over A such that for each finite valuation v F(X,Y) is a twisted 
4. 
Lubin-Tate fonnal group law over A , the completion of A with respect 
v 
to v (for some q and 't ) • Such formal group laws exist; in fact one 
v v 
can up to strict isomorphism arbitrarily perscribe the "local" formal 
group laws F (X,Y) over A and this then determines F(X,Y) uniquely 
v v 
F 
up to isomorphism; cf. [4] report 7201 or part VII. Now W ~ C (F·-) q,... q • 
which is a subfunctor of C(F;-). So combining 4 and 5 above we find 
for all finite valuations v A-module homomorphisms A ---+ C(F;A ) 
v v 
r.q 
such that the composed map A - C(F;A ) - C(F;k ) ··--+ C (F;k ) 
v v v q v 
is an isomorphism. 
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"Ta,pis de Cartier'r pour les. A-...modules fo::r.wels 
Resume. On donne une g~neralisation pour le cas des A~odules ;formels 
de la theorie de relevement des groupes formels co.mmutatifs, dit 
"Tapis de Cartier". Les enonces et les preuves sont des generalisations 
directes de ceux esquisses par Cartier dans son seminaire a l'IHES 1972, 
etant donnee la theorie de type Cartier-Dieudonne pour les A-modules 
formels, resumee en ( 1 ). 
Soit A l'anneau des entiers d'un corps K de yaluation discrete 
de corps residuel k a un nombre fini d'elements q_ = pr, p = car(k}. 
Soit TI une uniformisante de K. Le corps K peut @tre soit de caracteristique 
zero soit de p > 0. Soit B un A-algebre. Dans une note precedente on 
a presente une theorie de Cartier-Dieudonne des A-modules formels et les 
notions divers associees: q-typification; module de courbes q-typiques 
Cq(F;B); operateur de Frobenius l;TI et exponentielle de Artin-Hasse. 
1. A-modules formels de Lubin-Tate generalises. Soit Bun A-algebre 
local, sans A-torsion, d'ideal maximal TIE, tel q_u'il existe un 
endomorphisme cr: B + B tel que o(b) = bq mod nB pour tout b E B. Soit 
M un B-module libre de type fini et soit n : M + M un endomorphisme 
o-semilineaire de M (i.e. n(bm) = n(b)n(m)l. Choississons une base 
e 1, ••• , eh de Met soit D(n) la matrice den par rapport a la base 
e 1, ••• , eh. On pose 
( 1 ) 
OU gM(X) est un h-tup1e de series formelles en x,' ... , xh a coefficients 
dans B ®AK; Xq = (x;, ... , X~) et o~f(X) est la serie formelle obtenut 
de f(X) par l'application de a a tousles coefficients de f(X). Alors 
(d'apres le lemme d'equation fonctionelle (l)) GM(X,Y) est un A-module 
formel sur B de A-logarithme gM(X). Soit cfi : (M,n) + (M',n') un 
homomorphisme, i.e. cfi : M + M' est un homomorphisme de B-modules et 
cfin = n'~· Alors g;;(EgM(X)) est un homomorphisme de A-modules formels 
GM + GM' , ou E est la matrice de ~ par rapport aux bases choisises 
{e 1 , ••• ,eh} de Met {e;, ... ,eh} de M'. 
2 
Supposons maintenant que a soit un autamorphisme et soit M0 le 
B-module modifie b*m = o-1 (b}m. Alers n : (M0 ,nl + (M~n1 est un 
homomorphisme et on trouve un morphisme !(Ml: o*GM + GM de A..,,modules 
formels qui se reduit mod 'ITB a morphisme de 11Verschiebung11 
@)q: r~q) + rM, OU rM est la reduction mod 'ITB de ~· On obtient ainsi 
une equivalence de categories entre la cat~gories des pairs (M,nl et 
celle des pairs (G, 
un homomorphisme de 
~: cr*G + G) ou G est un A....module formel sur B et X 
A-modules form.els qui se rgduit en@ modulo TIB. q 
2. Theoreme des foncteurs adjointes. Soit (M,n} comme ci-dessus 
et soit H un A-module formel sur B et C (H·,B) le wA (B\[f ,V ]-module q q,oo l ='IT =q 
des courbes q-typiques de H. Alors il y a une correspondence bt-univoque 
entre homomorphismes de A-modules formels GM + H et homomorphismes 
B-lineaires a : M + C (H·,B) tel nue an= f a. Ici la structure de B-module q ~ ='IT 
sur Cn(H;B) est donnee par l'exponentielle 6: B + W'IT (B), qui est 
~ A n q,oo 
caracterise par w o 6 =a, n = 0,1,2, •.• q,n 
Cette correspondence est donnee par un morphisme canonique 
00 • • • 
= l: TI-1n1 (m)t qi. 
i=o 
3. Propriete universel de GM par rapPort a certain extensions. 
Supposons que a : B + B soit un automorphisme, que B est complet et 
Hausdorff pour la topologie TIB-adique, et que M est un B-module libre 
de type finie avec des endomorphismes n, ~' o~ n est o-semilineaire 
et~ cr- 1-semilineaire, tel que n~ = ~n =TI et ~rM c TIM pour r EJN 
suffissa.mment grand. 
Soito+ R+ + H + H + 0 une suittexacte de A-modules formels 
+ 1 
ou R est un A-module de type additif. Supposons en plus tout sous-A-
module formel de type additif de dimension un se releve en un sous-A-
module formel additif de dimension 1 de H. Alers pour tout homomorphisme 
de A-modules formels B 
~ : GM + H, tel que y~ 
GM + H1 il existe un relevement unique 
= s. 
4. Quotients de GM par sous-A-module formel additif. Soient M, B,n, 
~' comm.e ci-dessus en 3. Soit N un sous-module libre de type fini de M 
tel que M/N soit libre et N + TIM = ~M. Alors on a une immersion canonique 
N+ +GM definie par Cq(N+;B) + Cq(GM;B), ni-+ $(n} - ~q$(~- 1 n) pour n € N. 
Et il en resulte une suite exacte de A-modules formels 
3 
(21 
Soit I' sur Q, = B/7rB la reduction modulo 7rB de G. Alor$ le morphi.aIJle 
a.o 
compose M -..;...._.+ C (GM;B) -+ C (G;B) -+ C (r;t}_ est ml i:somorphisme de q q - q 
B-modules qui identifie n avec f et s ayec Y . 
=TI -q 
La suite exacte (2) est l'extension universelle de G par un 
A-module formel additif. 
5. Relevements. Soit I' un A~-module 
sur un corps parfait .Q.. ::> k. On prends B 
formel de A-hauteur finie 
= vf- )t}., M = Cq(f~,Q,)_, 
C1.. 
n =~TI' s = Xq· Alors toutes les hypotheses sur B,M,n,s des no's 
2, 3, 4 ci-dessus sont satisfaites. Soit Gun A....;module formel sur B 
qui releve r. (Un tel G existe toujours parce qu'il existe pour toute 
dimension donnee un A-module formel universel d~fini sur un anneau 
de polynomes A [s1 , s2 , ... J ( 3 1. Alors il existe un hamomorphisme 
a. 
unique S : GM-+ G tel que M ~ Cq(~;B)_ + Cq(G;B} + Cq(r;Q.) est 
l'identite. Le noyau de S est un sous~A-module formel de type additif 
d'algebre de Lie N = Ker(Lie(S}) et S est surjectif. En plus M/N est libre 
+ et N + TIM= sM. C'est a dire l'extension o-+ N -+GM-+ G + 0 obtenu 
a partir de f est de la type construite en 4 ci-dessus. Comme corollaire 
on obtient que l'extension universelle par un A-module formel additif 
d'un relevement G de r ne depend pas du relevement choisi. 
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